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The surjectivity problem for 2D cellular au tomata  was proved undecidable in 1989 by 
Jarkko Kari. The proof consists in a reduction of a problem concerning finite tilings into the 
previous one. This reduction uses a special and very sophisticated tile set. In this article, we 
present a much  more simple tile set which can play the same role. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cellular automata (CA for short) have been intensively studied as model for 
parallel phenomena: a cellular automaton makes a large amount of very simple cell 
work together synchronously. Each cell is very rudimentary (modeled by a finite 
state automaton) but the whole system is capable of very complex evolutions. As 
soon as the notion of CA has been formalized, people tried to characterize their 
evolutions in terms of surjectivity or bijectivity. In t962-1963 Moore and Myhill 
proved the so-called "garden of Eden" theorem which states that surjectivity is 
equivalent to injectivity on finite configurations I-9, 6]. Richardson proved in 1972 
[10] that if a CA realizes a bijective function, then there exists another CA called 
its inverse that realizes the inverse function. The same year, Amoroso and Patt 
proved that the reversibility (or the surjectivity) of one-dimensional CA is decidable 
[ I ] .  

Recently, Jarrko Kari proved that the reversibility of two-dimensional CA fails to 
be decidable [4, 5] as well as their surjectivity. These global properties are of great 
interest for people working in different areas: they use CA as language acceptor 
(see, for instance, Morita's work in I-7, 8]), study them as dynamical systems (see 
[3]), or use them as models for parallel phenomena. Physicists have been very 
interested by Kari's results since they use CA for modeling complex natural systems 
with local interactions. To understand why reversibility or surjectivity are such 
important notions for them, see an interesting review of the domain by Toffoli and 
Margolus in [-14]. 
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The proof of Kari's theorem for reversibility consists in transforming the tiling 
problem of the plane which has been proved undecidable in 1966 by Berger [2, 11 ] 
into the reversibility problem on an adequate family of CA (see Theorem 1). 
A finite version of the tiling problem (see Theorem 2) is given and reduced to the 
surjectivity problem for two-dimensional cellular automata (2D CA for short). The 
transformation of filings into cellular automata uses two fairly complicated sets of 
tiles, inspired by Robinson [11 ]: the first one is used to reduce the tiling problem 
and the second one to reduce the finite version. The second one is based on the first 
one but is complicated in order to deal with the finite case. 

In this paper, we present a very simple tile set which allows us to reduce the finite 
tiling problem to the surjectivity problem of two-dimensional cellular automata. We 
first recall briefly the usual definitions for CA and filings (Section 2), then we intro- 
duce our tile set, the reduction of the finite tiling problem to the surjectivity 
problem for 2D CA, and prove the expected result (Section 3). 

2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 

2.1. Cellular Automata 

Cellular automata are formally defined as quadruplets (n, S, N, f) .  The integer n 
is the dimension of the space on which the CA will work. S =  {sl, s2, ..., sk} is a 
finite set called the set of states. The neighborhood N is a v-tuple of distinct vectors 
of Z n. For  us, N =  {xl ..... xv}: the xi's are the relative positions of the neighbor 
cells with respect to a given center cell. The states of these neighbors are used to 
compute the new state of the center cell. The local function of the cellular 
automaton f :  S v ~ S gives the local transition rule. 

A configuration is an application from 2~ n to S. The set of all the configurations 
is S z° on which the global function G of the cellular automaton is defined via f :  

Vc~S z", r i tZ" ,  G(c)(i)=f(c(i+xl)  ..... c(i+xv)). 

We remark that two distinct cellular automata do not differ by the definition of 
their global function G: they are only characterized by S, N, and f 

In the following, we consider two-dimensional CA (n = 2). Sometimes, a state 
q for which f(q, q, ..., q)= q is distinguished in S and is called a quiescent state. 
A finite configuration is an almost everywhere quiescent configuration. 

2.2. Tilings 

A tile is a square with colored sides. The colors belong to a finite set C called the 
color set. A set of tiles z is a subset of C 4. All the tiles have the same (unit) size. 
A tiling of the plane is valid if and only if all pairs of adjacent sides have the same 
color. Note that it is not allowed to turn tiles. The following well-known theorem 
is due to Berger [23 in 1966, a simplified proof of which was given by Robinson 
[11] in 1971. 
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THEOREM I. Given a tile set, it is undecidable to know whether this tile set can be 
used to tile the plane. 

We can also define finite tilings. We assume that the set of colors contains a 
special "blank color" and that the set of tiles contains a "blank tile", i.e., a tile 
whose sides are blank. A finite tiling is an almost everywhere blank tiling of the 
plane. If there is at least one non-blank tile, then the tiling is called non-triviaL 

Another undecidability result can be proved simply by using a construction 
presented by Kari  in [5]:  

THEOREM 2. Given a tile set with a blank tile, it is undecidable whether this tile 
set can be used to form a valid finite non-trivial tiling o f  the plane. 

The idea of the reduction is to mimic the space-time diagram of the evolution of 
a Turing Machine by an adequate tile set. 

3. FROM TILINGS TO CELLULAR AUTOMATA 

In this section, we prove that it is undecidable whether a given CA is surjective. 
It is well known since 1963 that a CA is surjective if and only if, restricted to finite 
configurations, it is injective [9, 6]. We prove below that if one could decide the 
injectivity of a special family de of CA restricted to finite configuration, then we 
could decide for any tile set z if it can be used to form a valid non-trivial finite tiling 
of the plane. 

A transformation between tilings and two-dimensional cellular automata was first 
presented by Jarkko Kari in [4]  and a more complete proof can be found in [5].  
The main idea of the transformation is to introduce a special set of tiles which has 
an ad hoc property called by Karifinite plane filling property. We introduce another 
set of tiles, simpler than Kari's, which satisfies a slightly more restrictive property. 
We shall refer to our tile set as 6. With the help of 6, for each tile set z, we construct 
a cellular automaton ~¢~ the surjectivity of which is equivalent to the finite tiliability 
by "c. 

3.1. The Special Set of  Tiles 

Before proving this theorem, we introduce our tile set 6 and its properties. The 
sides contain a color ("blank," "border," "odd," "even," or "the-end') ,  a label 
(N, S, E, W, N + ,  S + ,  E + ,  W + ,  or ~), and possibly an arrow. With this set of 
tiles, a tiling is considered as valid if and only if all pairs of adjacent sides have the 
same color, the same label, and for each arrow of the plane, its head points out on 
the tail of an arrow in the adjacent cell. 

The tiles of 6 can be found in Fig. 1. In this figure, the tiles are "generic" because 
label's are not represented. Each tile can have different labels which are defined 
below. 
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FIG. 1. The generic tiles of 6. 

The labels are there to force that, in a valid tiling, inside a rectangle bordered 
with "border" tiles, there exists a unique cell labeled ( N + ,  E+, S+, W+ ) (see 
Fig. 2 and Lemma 2). The labels of the other tiles should indicate if the tile labeled 
(N+, E+, S+, W+ ) is above the cell, or on its right, etc. 

The tiles of Fig. 1 with no arrow on them have their sides labeled co. The four 
generic tiles with no side labeled "border" in the center-left of Fig. 1 have their 
North,  East, South, and West sides labeled either (N+, E+, S+, W+ ), (X, Y, X, 
Y), (N, Y+,  S, Y+ ), or (X+, E, X+, W), where X is N or S, and Y is E or W. 

In Fig. 1, the four upper generic tiles with arrows on them have their South side 
labeled N or N + ,  and the other sides labeled co; the four left generic tiles have their 
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FIG. 2. The labels in a basic rectangle. 
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East  side labeled W or W + ,  and  the other  sides labeled ~o; following the same 
scheme, E or E +  is on the right and S or S +  at the bo t tom.  

We show in the rest of  the section tha t  our  tile set 6 has the wanted  properties.  

DEFINITION 1. A basic rectangle is a finite valid tiling of the plane with only a 
rectangle of  cells labeled "border ,"  and  with no b lank  or borde r  side inside the 
rectangle. 

See Fig. 3 for a descript ion of such a rectangle in which only the border  cells and 
the ar rows are represented. 

LEMMA 1. With 6, one can construct basic rectangles as large as desired. Each valid 
finite tiling of  the plane consists of  a finite number of  juxtaposed basic rectangles. 

Proof  I t  is very easy to convince oneself that  a large basic rectangle can be 
obta ined  by using the row of tiles between the hor izonta l  dashed lines and the two 
columns of tiles between the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 1. We remark  that  the East  
side of  a tile is "odd"  if the n u m b e r  of tiles on its right until a border  is odd. To  
prove  tha t  each valid finite tiling of the plane consists of a finite number  of 
jux taposed  basic rectangles, we have to check if it is possible to find another  kind 
of combina t ion  of these tiles. I t  is easy to convince oneself that  if one considers a 
Nor thwes t  non-b lank  tile, then it is a Nor thwes t  corner  of Fig. 1 and, hence, that  
it is followed on its right by a N o r t h  borde r  and below by a West  border .  By finite 
i teration, the result holds. I 
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FIG. 3. A basic rectangle. 
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LEMMA 2. Consider a basic rectangle. Then the path defined by the arrows of the 
cells forms a loop which visits each tile of  the inside of the rectangle one time. Inside 
the rectangle, there exists a unique cell labeled (N+,  E+,  S+,  W+ ). 

Proof Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1, we observe that the leftmost column 
contains a vertical path directed North and that the loop in the rectangle is of the 
same kind as in Fig. 3. It is easy to check that there exists a unique cell labeled 
( N + ,  E + ,  S + ,  W + )  in the rectangle: the cells with a side labeled X +  have to 
form a cross in the rectangle as shown in Fig. 2. The horizontal part of the cross 
is labeled horizontally W+ or E +  and, above it the vertical labels are N; below 
they are S. | 

LEMMA 3. Consider a finite tiling (valid or not). I f  the tiling is valid on each cell 
of  a path, then this path forms a loop and visits every tile of  a basic rectangle. 

3.2. The reduction 

Consider a finite set C of colors with a blank color, and a collection r E C 4 of 
tiles including a blank tile. We construct a cellular automaton d ~ = ( S ,  N,f~) 
defined as follows: 

• The state set S is included in fi x ~ x {0, 1 }. S contains all triplets (d, t, c~) of 
6 x r x {0, 1 } under the following restrictions: 

- -  if one of the sides of d is "blank" or "border," then t is the blank tile of z. 

--- if d is labeled ( N + ,  E + ,  S + ,  W+ ), then t is not the blank tile of r. 

• The neighborhood N is the Von Neumann neighborhood, i.e., 

N =  {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, - 1 ) ,  (1, 0), (--1,  0)}. 

• The local rule f¢, applied on a cell the state of which is (d, t, a) may change 
only the bit component a. At each cell both the tillings 6 and T are checked. If there 
is a tilling error, or if the tile d contains no arrow, then the state of the cell is not 
altered. Otherwise, there is no tiling error in the concerned cell and the cell contains 
an arrow; then the bit component is changed by performing an "exclusive or" opera- 
tion with the bit attached to the cell pointed by the direction of the 6-component. 

The quiescent state of de is (blank, blank, 0). 
We present now the basic theorem which provides a link between tilings and 

cellular automata. 

THEOREM 3. Let z be a set of  tiles. The cellular automaton d r is not injective 
restricted to finite configurations i f  and only i f  the tile set z can be used to form a 
finite non-trivial tiling of the plane. 

Proof Assume that d r  is not injective restricted to finite configurations. Then, 
there exist two different finite configurations c and c' having the same image by d~. 
We remark that only the bits can be different in c and c' since ~¢~ does not affect 
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the tile components: c and c' are different in at least one cell. On this cell, there is 
an arrow and the tilings are correct; otherwise the images of c and c' could not be 
the same. Thus c and c' differ in the cell pointed by the arrow because a "xor" is 
performed by d~. By finite induction, by Lemma 3, the constructed path forms a 
loop and there exists a basic rectangle of 6 on which the tiling of r is correct. By 
Lemma 2, the borders of the rectangle are blank in the state component of z, hence 
we can construct a finite tiling with z. The tiling is not trivial because z is not blank 
on the cell labeled ( N + ,  E + ,  S + ,  W+ ) in 6 (Lemma 1). 

Conversely, assume that there exists a finite non-trivial tiling of the plane by z. 
We put this tiling inside a basic rectangle tiled by 6. The tiling is not trivial thus 
there exists a non-blank tile on which we can put the tile of 6 labeled ( N + ,  E + ,  
S + ,  W+ ). We define two configurations c and c': c is obtained by turning the bit 
component 'to 0 everywhere. For  c', we keep the two tilings, and turn the bit com- 
ponent to 1 on the cells whose 6-component has an arrow, to 0 elsewhere. As both 
tilings are correct, d~ performs and "exclusive or" on the loop of the rectangle and 
both c and c' have the same image (which is in fact c). Hence d ,  restricted to finite 
configurations is not injective. | 

Our main theorem is a trivial consequence of Theorems 3 and 2: 

THEOREM 4. The surjectivity problem for two-dimensional cellular automata with 
yon Neumann neighborhood is undecidable. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A weaker form of our main Theorem 4 is that the surjectivity is undecidable for 
2D CA without any restriction on the form of the neighborhood. If it is imposed 
that the neighborhood is composed of aligned cells, then the problem is decidable 
[13. 

If the considered CA have exactly three non-aligned neighbors, then we can 
prove that the problems of surjectivity and bijectivity remain undecidable. Such CA 
are called "one-way cellular automata" (OCA) and a simulation of CA by OCA is 
given in ]-13] (short version in [123). In this simulation, the transition table of the 
OCA is not given extensively but we can complete it such that the following 
proposition holds: if the CA is surjective (resp. bijeetive), then the OCA which 
mimics the CA is surjective (resp. bijective) too. With the help of this simulation, 
we can prove that the surjectivity problem (resp. the bijectivity problem) is 
undeeidable for 2D OCA with no more than three neighbors. 
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